STRIPAWAY 2880
Water Washable Temporary
Maskant

TYPICAL PROPERTIES
Color: Transparent clear
Weight: 8.6 lbs/gallon
Viscosity: Low
Flashpoint: None

SHIPPING
Stripaway 2880 is shipped in 1
gallon metal cans, 5 gallon plastic
buckets, or 55 gallon closed head
plastic drums.

Description
Stripaway 2880 is a water based transparent maskant formulated to protect
variety of substrates from damage during manufacture, storage or shipping.
Stripaway 2880 can be applied by air assisted spray gun . The cured maskants
protects the substrates from solvent, dirt etc. The maskant cures upon water
evaporation and when the protection is no longer necessary it can be washed
away with high speed water stream.

Recommended Application

Stripaway 2880 should be used as
received. It can be applied by brush or
dip. Apply at temperatures over 50F.
Humidity will eﬀect dry times. Apply a
minimum of 8 mils (.008) of wet ﬁlm.
Curing: The cure process can be within 30
minutes or if humid can take hours.
Factors eﬀecting cure are temperatures,
humidity and thickness of coating. Curing
may be accelerated by forced drying at
110 – 130 degrees Fahrenheit for 3 to 7
minutes
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Beneﬁts
Excellent resistance to variety of solvents.
Cured ﬁlm is very though and very strong
Excellent heat resistance
Release from variety of substrate
Water washable

Storage:
Store the product in closed containers. Temperatures of 45 degrees F- 90
degrees F are preferred. The product should be used within six months of
purchase. 5900 should be stored in the original shipping container in indoor
environment. Containers should be sealed until needed. Protection from
freezing is necessary.
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